Soft-wall reconstruction of the posterior external ear canal wall.
A simple method of reconstructing a previously removed posterior ear canal with an autogenous, bilaminar membrane is described. The resulting air-filled mastoid cavity is an anatomic extension of the middle ear cleft and is separated from the ear canal by a functional barrier that is continuous with the tympanic membrane. The acoustic characteristics of an associated tympanoplasty are not significantly altered, and many of the problems that are associated with an exteriorized cavity are avoided. In contradistinction to other methods of mastoid obliteration or reconstruction, the semitransparent nature of the soft canal wall allows inspection of the underlying cavity for residual or recurrent disease. The technique can be used to repair either a newly created cavity or a previous radical (or modified radical) mastoidectomy defect. The functional results of thirty ears reconstructed in this fashion are detailed. A variable amount of soft-wall retraction was noted postoperatively in 47% of the ears; however, the long-term functional results in these cases remain satisfactory.